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Deconstructing the Blues in the Beatles’ “Taxman”

Abstract
This vignette offers an analysis of the 1966 song “Taxman” by the Beatles. It proposes that the main thirteen-bar passage of “Taxman” may be alternatively interpreted as deriving, not from a standard AAB twelve-bar blues, but rather from the first twelve bars of an AABC sixteen-bar blues.
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TREVOR DE CLERCQ

The 1966 Beatles song “Taxman,” like many songs by the Beatles, has been the subject of numerous published analyses.¹ This analytical interest seems well deserved, as the song is the first on an album (Revolver) that has come to be considered a turning point in the Beatles’ musical career, marking a distinct shift toward less conventional and more experimental songwriting and arrangement techniques.² “Taxman”—a biting commentary on the high levels of tax taken by the British government at the time—is also unique in the Beatles’ output in that it stands as the first and only time a composition by George Harrison was featured as the opening track of a UK-released studio album by the Beatles.

Reading through published analyses of the song, one discovers a latent controversy with regard to its form. At issue is the role played by the last five bars of the main thirteen-bar vocal passage (Ex. 1). Analysts essentially take one of two opposing views (illustrated in Fig. 1): that the last five bars are a refrain enclosed within a larger verse section (Pollack, Covach, and Biamonte), or that the last five bars are a separate chorus section, distinct from the preceding eight bars of verse material (Everett, Valdez, and Temperley).


It should not be surprising to find a song in which the choice between refrain and chorus is in dispute, since—as earlier authors have noted—the distinction between these two labels can be vague.3 For example, standard theories of pop/rock form describe both a refrain and a chorus as passages that typically follow verse material and have unchanging...

lyrics on each iteration. The primary difference is usually characterized as relating to length: a refrain is said to consist of only one or two lines of text, whereas a chorus is longer. On this basis, “Taxman” seems to more clearly evince a verse–refrain form than a verse–chorus form.

The distinction between refrain and chorus can also be characterized in terms of the large-scale song form. A refrain is typically considered to exist within a verse, whereas a chorus is typically considered to be a separate module, distinct from the verse. Analyzing the main material of “Taxman” as a verse–refrain implies that the overall song is structured as a repeating sequence of verses, that is, a one-part form. (John Covach refers to this large-scale form type as “simple verse,” a common structure for songs from the early years of rock.) In contrast, analyzing the main material as a verse–chorus implies a two-part form. (Using Covach’s terminology, a verse–chorus hearing of “Taxman” would place it in the category of a “contrasting verse–chorus,” a form type that began to achieve greater currency during the mid-1960s.) The decision between a one-part form and a two-part form involves length, as mentioned above, but also other factors, such as instrumentation, phrase structure, and harmony. For example, the drum fill that leads into the title lyric (around 0:21–0:22 in its first instance) cleaves the main material into two distinct parts, thus lending credence to a verse–chorus hearing.

On the musical surface, then, we can find features that argue for one reading or another. As I will show, however, the question of form in this song turns out to be thornier than that elicited by the usual ambiguity between refrain and chorus. I argue that the observed analytical differences with regard to the form of “Taxman” derive from its interesting and unique relationship to blues songs from the era. Although prior authors—including Pollack and Biamonte—have identified a blues pedigree for “Taxman,” I view the relationship between this song and the blues to be more complex than that which may be afforded by any single blues form. Ultimately, a better understanding of how
“Taxman” evokes blues schemata sheds light not only on the particular analytical issue of its form, but also on the compositional methods by which the Beatles (consciously or not) transitioned away from conventional song forms into a more experimental style.

THE BLUES BACKGROUND

Both Pollack and Biamonte suggest that the main thirteen-bar passage in “Taxman” can be viewed as a slightly extended version of a standard AAB twelve-bar blues. Many songs from the early days of rock and roll exhibit this type of phrase organization, one exemplar being the 1954 song “Shake, Rattle, and Roll” by Big Joe Turner (Ex. 2).

The AAB pattern in “Shake, Rattle, and Roll” is clear, since the first two phrases have identical lyrics and very similar melodic pitch content. As other scholars have already noted, we can abstract a general model for the phrase organization of a standard AAB twelve-bar blues, which I have shown in Figure 2. (In this model, the broken-line bracket represents the typical melodic and lyric parallelism between the first and second phrases.) One aspect worth highlighting here is phrase length: each melodic gesture extends through the first two bars of a four-bar hypermeasure and ends on the downbeat of the third bar.


Melodic notes that anticipate the beat by one eighth note are “normalized” or “de-syncopated,” according to the general practice described in David Temperley, “Syncopation in Rock: A Perceptual Perspective,” Popular Music 18/1 (1999), 19–40, doi: 10.1017/S0261143000008710.

Comparing the main thirteen-bar passage of “Taxman” to a standard twelve-bar blues, we do indeed find evidence of the generic AAB phrase organization. Figure 3 shows an abstraction of the phrase organization in the opening passage of “Taxman” for ease of comparison. (The broken slur mark over the B material reflects the fact that the two short phrases can be considered part of one larger phrase.) Like a standard twelve-bar blues, the first and second phrases of “Taxman” are essentially identical in terms of melodic content. That being said, the lengths of the song’s first two phrases, unlike those in a standard AAB twelve-bar blues, fall slightly short of the downbeat of the third bar. This is a small difference, admittedly, but it is worth noting. A greater difference can be observed...
in terms of the harmonic content, especially since the second phrase does not begin with a IV chord, as would normally occur in a standard twelve-bar blues. Both Biamonte and Pollack explain the harmonic mapping of “Taxman” to a twelve-bar blues in the same way: the song omits the subdominant chord in the fifth bar, and two bars of subtonic (♭VII) substitute for the single bar of dominant that would usually be found in bar 9, thus creating a thirteen-bar instead of a twelve-bar span. Overall, deriving “Taxman” from a standard twelve-bar blues is not entirely straightforward, yet it is certainly plausible.

If we accept the mapping that Pollack and Biamonte propose, a verse–chorus reading of “Taxman” seems all the more odd, since no musicologist to my knowledge has ever considered the last four bars of a standard AAB twelve-bar blues to be a stand-alone chorus. (Not surprisingly, Pollack and Biamonte read “Taxman” as a verse–refrain form.) Extending the dominant area by a single bar, while certainly adding length, does not increase the number of vocal lines, and it seems insufficient to tip the scale away from a verse–refrain analysis.

But while a verse–chorus reading of a twelve-bar blues would be out of the ordinary, verse–chorus readings are often ascribed to sixteen-bar blues patterns. In this regard, consider the 1957 Elvis Presley song “Jailhouse Rock.” The main musical material (Ex. 3) can be segmented into four four-bar hypermeasures, of which the first two are highly similar while the last two present new material. The result is an AABC phrase structure. Like other sixteen-bar blues examples from the early years of rock and roll, “Jailhouse Rock” conveys a strong sense of cleaving into an eight-bar verse followed by an eight-bar chorus, owing in part to the stark contrast in instrumentation between the first and second halves, but also to the dramatic changes in phrase organization and harmonic content. While the first eight bars are dense with lyrics, the second eight bars open up with several

---

short lyric hooks that include the title of the song. Figure 4 presents an abstract model for the phrase organization of “Jailhouse Rock”; this model is a common schema for sixteen-bar blues songs during the late 1950s and early ’60s.15


The reader should take a moment to compare the typical phrase organization for an AABC sixteen-bar blues (Fig. 4) with the typical phrase organization for a standard AAB twelve-bar blues (Fig. 2). Both models begin with an AAB pattern, but AA does not equal AA. The parallelism between the first two phrases of a sixteen-bar blues involves both melody and harmony; there is no move away from tonic. In contrast, the parallelism between the first two phrases of a standard twelve-bar blues involves the melody only, because the harmony changes in the second phrase. From a purely harmonic standpoint, the B material in a sixteen-bar blues equals the second A in a twelve-bar blues. With this observation in mind, I would like to propose an alternative relationship between “Taxman” and the blues.

“TAXMAN” AS A DECONSTRUCTED BLUES

Instead of deriving the AAB pattern in the main thirteen-bar passage of “Taxman” from a standard AAB twelve-bar blues, we could derive it instead from the first twelve bars of an AABC sixteen-bar blues. In other words, the main material of “Taxman” acts as only a partial instantiation of a larger, more fully realized blues schema. One strong piece of evidence for this claim is that, like the A material in a sixteen-bar blues, both iterations of the A material in “Taxman” occur over a tonic harmony.

Deriving “Taxman” from a sixteen-bar blues is not without complications. Unlike a typical sixteen-bar blues, in which the A phrases are packed with melodic content, the A phrases in the opening verse of “Taxman” fill only about half of each four-bar hypermeasure, with gapped phrases that are much more reminiscent of a twelve-bar blues. Then again, the specific lengths of the A phrases in the opening verse of “Taxman” do not fully extend to the third-bar downbeat, as would normally be the case in a twelve-bar blues; instead, the phrase gaps are larger, with more potential to be filled with intervening material.

These gaps are, in fact, filled in later in the song, a change that can be seen most clearly in the middle material of “Taxman” (Ex. 4). This passage, which some authors have
referred to as a bridge, is essentially a recomposition of the first two phrases of the opening verse.\textsuperscript{16} The original melodic content is preserved, although it is now split between the background and the lead vocals. In addition, the material from the first and second bars of each hypermeasure is now repeated in the third and fourth bars. Each hypermeasure in the middle section is thus packed with parallel melodic content, much like the first half of a typical sixteen-bar blues. In this light, the A phrases of the opening verses can be heard as thinned-out versions of the A phrases in a typical sixteen-bar blues verse, with the fully filled-in versions found only in this middle section. The middle section ultimately denies us any complete realization of a sixteen-bar blues verse–chorus form, however, since it segues instead to a guitar solo.


\textsuperscript{16} Authors that label this middle passage a bridge include Pollack (“Notes on ‘Taxman’”); Everett (The Beatles as Musicians, 48); Valdez (“‘Revolver’ as a Pivotal Art Work,” 91); and Terence O’Grady, The Beatles: A Musical Evolution (Boston: Twayne, 1983), 97.
The most compelling evidence for a sixteen-bar blues reading of “Taxman” occurs in the final iteration of the main material (Ex. 5). The first eight bars continue to evoke the dense phrase organization of the middle section via the addition of background vocals. More important, the ♭III chord extends this version of the main material beyond its original thirteen-bar length via a completely new vocal phrase (“And you’re working for no one but me”). The overall phrase structure of this passage is thus an AABC pattern, like that in a typical sixteen-bar blues. Although the outro ostensibly starts where I have notated the double bar near the end of Example 5 (on the last word of the song), I hear this as an elision (or overlap) of the outro with the final two bars of what would otherwise be a complete sixteen-bar passage.


The underlying phrase organization for this final iteration of main material is shown in Figure 5. Comparing this reduction to that of the sixteen-bar blues in Figure 4, we see strong similarities. One important aspect is the harmonic structure of the third four-bar
hypermeasure (the B phrase). Unlike the original version of the main material, in which the B phrase was five bars long (see Fig. 3), the B phrase in the final iteration of the main material is normalized back to a regular four-bar length. If we compare Figure 5 to Figure 3, it appears that the five-bar length in the original version of the main material does not stem from an expansion of the ♭VII chord, as both Pollack and Biamonte have posited; instead, it appears that the expansion results from the IV chord’s softening and extending the arrival on the tonic. In other words, the ♭VII chord in “Taxman” can be seen to act as a direct substitute for the B-phrase IV chord in a standard sixteen-bar blues, not as a substitute for the cadential V chord. The dominant substitute is instead the ♭III chord.17 (Many blues cadences consist of two bars of V instead of V–IV, so it is easy to imagine a one-to-one substitution of ♭III for V.)

In summary, I believe the form of “Taxman” can be understood as a deconstructed version of an AABC sixteen-bar blues. (A complete form chart based on this reading is shown in Table 1.) By hearing the song this way, we can appreciate the viability of a verse–chorus analysis, despite the apparent mismatch between the song structure and typical descriptions of form categories. For those listeners familiar with rock history, “Taxman” may evoke the aura of a sixteen-bar blues, which in turn evokes the aura of a verse–chorus form (albeit an abbreviated version). To be clear, I do not intend to say definitively that we should think of “Taxman” as a verse–chorus form, nor do I intend to say that it is necessarily wrong to relate its form to a standard AAB twelve-bar blues. Rather, the form of “Taxman” is more multivalent than any single category or derivation can faithfully represent.

17 Christopher Doll, “Listening to Rock Harmony” (Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 2007), categorizes the ♭III chord as a “rogue dominant,” since it includes the subtonic scale degree instead of the leading tone.
Table 1: Form chart for “Taxman,” based on a reading of the song as a deconstructed sixteen-bar blues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>No. of bars</th>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>No. of bars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0:05</td>
<td>intro</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0:08</td>
<td>verse (lyrics 1)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>partial sixteen-bar blues</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0:22</td>
<td>refrain/chorus fragment</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>partial sixteen-bar blues</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0:31</td>
<td>verse (lyrics 2)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>partial sixteen-bar blues</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0:45</td>
<td>refrain/chorus fragment</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>partial sixteen-bar blues</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0:54</td>
<td>intensified verse (bridge)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>half of sixteen-bar blues</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>solo (verse)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>partial sixteen-bar blues</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:25</td>
<td>refrain/chorus fragment</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>partial sixteen-bar blues</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:34</td>
<td>verse (lyrics 3)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>partial sixteen-bar blues</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:48</td>
<td>refrain/chorus fragment</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>partial sixteen-bar blues</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:57</td>
<td>verse (lyrics 4)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>full sixteen-bar blues (with elision of outro)</td>
<td>14 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:12</td>
<td>refrain/chorus fragment</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:19</td>
<td>cadence (elided)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:23</td>
<td>outro fade (solo)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Taxman” was not the first song that George Harrison wrote for the Beatles, of course, but it has come to be one of his best-known. We might conjecture that the song’s long-term acclaim is a function of the uncustomary way in which it appropriates customary song structures, in that it plays on and with our expectations of standard blues song forms. It seems wholly appropriate, moreover, that this song—a musical critique of the British tax system—should break apart and deconstruct traditional song paradigms. (It is almost as if the sixteen-bar blues has been heavily “taxed,” with only part of the prototypical structure remaining.) Ultimately, the variegated relationship between “Taxman” and the blues provides an excellent illustration of how the Beatles transitioned—to co-opt the words of Covach—from craftsmen writing songs in relatively standard formal designs to artists composing highly original and innovative music.18

18 Covach, “From ‘Craft’ to ‘Art.’”

---

18 Covach, “From ‘Craft’ to ‘Art.’”
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